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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather
reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth
make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and
Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against surprise
or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his
devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and
pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will
forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
I John 4:18: "There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because fear hath torment.
He that feareth is not made perfect in love."
Heb 13:6: "So that we may boldly say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what man shall do
unto me."
II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a
sound mind."

Bible Verses Regarding Protection
The angel of the LORD encampeth round about them that fear him, and delivereth
them. - Psalm 34:7
I will both lay me down in peace, and sleep: for thou, LORD, only makest me
dwell in safety. (Psalm 4:8)
The LORD is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear? the LORD is the
strength of my life; of whom shall I be afraid? (Psalm 27:1)
A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand; but it shall
not come nigh thee. (Psalm 91:7)
Because thou hast made the Lord, which is my refuge, even the most High, thy
habitation; There shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any plague come nigh thy
dwelling. (Psalm 91:9,10)
Ye that love the LORD, hate evil: he preserveth the souls of his saints; he
delivereth them out of the hand of the wicked. (Psalm 97:10)
He shall not be afraid of evil tidings: his heart is fixed, trusting in the LORD.
(Psalm 112:7)
The LORD shall preserve thee from all evil: he shall preserve thy soul. The LORD
shall preserve thy going out and thy coming in from this time forth, and even for
evermore. (Psalm 121:7,8)
But whoso hearkeneth unto me shall dwell safely, and shall be quiet from fear of
evil. (Proverbs 1:33)
Then shalt thou walk in thy way safely, and thy foot shall not stumble. When thou
liest down, thou shalt not be afraid: yea, thou shalt lie down, and thy sleep shall
be sweet. (Proverbs 3:23,24)
The beloved of the LORD shall dwell in safety by him; and the LORD shall cover
him all the day long.-- Deuteronomy 33:12

Be strong and of a good courage; be not afraid, neither be thou dismayed: for the
LORD thy God [is] with thee whithersoever thou goest. -- Joshua 1:9
The name of the LORD is a strong tower: the righteous runneth into it, and is
safe.-- Proverbs 18:10
But the Lord is faithful, who shall stablish you, and keep you from evil.-- 2
Thessalonians 3:3
Forum Website Change & Other Updates
We will be shutting down the End Times and Current Events Forum. This is
due to too many problems with the host company and too many problems with
registrations and just the general use of the hosts site.
But not to worry, we have created a new easier to use forum. The new forum
will follow the old ones lay out and is way easier to use. You will have to
re-register at the new forum.
We will keep the old one up for a while so that you can move whatever
posts you like to the new forum.
Here is the address for the new forum.
http://endtimesandcurrentevents.freesmfhosting.com/index.php
Hopefully with the new forum you will have a better expeirence.
Thanx..... endtimesandcurrentevents@gmail.com
Comment: To update you (so you can also update others as well) our main Youtube
site (endtimedelusion) is gone now, for supposed copyright infringement. Thousands of
our audios gone just like that. Also the other site I was dependant on for virtually all of
my older teachings has deteriorated and has to be totally redone so all my older audio
and pdf links to these teachings are (or will soon be) essentially non functional on
www.contendingfortruth.com .
One bright note though, another listener just put up a website with all my audios and
PDF's in chronological order: http://www.cftresources.com/
MP3s
PDFs
Videos
To download a file from any of the folders above, right click on it's name and select
'Save Target As' or 'Save Link As'
Thank you & God bless you!
Scott
Federal Reserve Promises they Would Not Monetize U.S. Government Debt But
Now That Is Exactly What Is Happening
On June 3rd, 2009 Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke promised the U.S.
Congress that the Federal Reserve would not monetize the debt of the U.S.
government. On November 3rd, 2010 the Federal Reserve announced a massive
quantitative easing plan which will involve the purchase of 600 billion dollars of U.S.
Treasury securities by the middle of 2011. Creating 600 billion dollars out of thin air and

using them to buy up U.S. government securities is monetizing the debt. So Federal
Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke has been caught in a lie.
Monetizing the debt is a desperate act. It is a signal that we are rapidly reaching the
end of the game. Slamming interest rates all the way to the floor did not revive the U.S.
economy. Hundreds of billions of dollars in extra government spending did not do the
trick either. The U.S. economy is still dying and the U.S. government is now beginning
to find it very difficult to locate buyers for all the debt that it is constantly issuing.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/caught-in-a-lie-bernanke-promisedcongress-the-federal-reserve-would-not-monetize-the-debt-but-now-that-is-exactlywhat-is-happening
Fed's Quantitative Easing to Starve Middle Class Americans
November 3, 2010--The Federal Reserve today announced that they will be
implementing $600 billion in additional quantitative easing by the end of June 2011. The
Federal Reserve will maintain its current policy of reinvesting principal payments from
its security holdings and will expand its balance sheet by an additional $75 billion per
month. The total announced balance sheet expansion was $100 billion higher than the
public consensus of $500 billion. The Federal Reserve will continue to hold interest
rates at record low levels of 0% to 0.25%, where they have been for nearly two years.
Quantitative easing is nothing more than the Federal Reserve printing money and
creating inflation. This quantitative easing steals from the purchasing power of
the incomes and savings of all Americans. While Americans are distracted by the
mainstream media with daily debates by the Democrats and Republicans about taxes,
U.S. taxes have almost no where near the effect on the lives of middle class Americans
as does the Federal Reserve's monetary policy and quantitative easing. Instead of
millions of Americans attending "tea party" events in Washington with Glenn Beck and
Sarah Palin, they should be marching outside of the Federal Reserve building in New
York chanting "End the Fed".
As highlighted in NIA's new documentary 'End of Liberty', which just surpassed 170,000
views in three days, prices of nearly all agricultural commodities have been spiraling
out of control in recent months just in anticipation of today's quantitative easing
announcement. In the past 60 days alone, cotton prices are up 54%, corn prices
are up 29%, orange juice prices are up 17%, and sugar prices are up 51%.
Meanwhile, the Dow Jones has only gained 9%.
The Federal Reserve is doing everything in its power to push stock market prices up so
that the government can take credit for an "economic recovery", but as NIA has been
warning for years, inflation gravitates most towards the goods that Americans need
most in order to live and survive. There is nothing that Americans need more than food.
The agricultural commodity price increases of the past two months will begin to make
their way into all supermarkets nationwide during the next few months. Americans who
have been struggling just to make their mortgage payments, will now be forced to stop
paying their mortgage in order to buy food.
http://www.inflation.us/quantitativeeasing.html

End of Liberty
Must Watch:
(Play first 19 minutes)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQv-sdMCClQ&feature=player_embedded
US to spend $200 million a day on Obama's Mumbai visit
Press Trust of India, Updated: November 03, 2010--

Mumbai: The US is spending a whopping $200 million per day on President Barack
Obama's visit to the city.
"The huge amount of around $200 million would be spent on security, stay and other
aspects of the Presidential visit," a top official of the Maharashtra Government privy to
the arrangements for the high-profile visit said.
About 3,000 people including Secret Service agents, US government officials and
journalists would accompany the President. Several officials from the White House and
US security agencies are already here for the past one week with helicopters, a ship
and high-end security instruments.
Read more at: http://www.ndtv.com/article/india/us-to-spend-200-mn-a-day-on-obamas-mumbai-visit-64106?cp&cp&cp
Homeland Security To “Regionalize” Emergency Supplies Over Next 90 Days
Author: Mac Slavo- November 1st, 2010--From Independence News reporter
Gregor Deitrich:
A phone interview with Sharon Bylier of The Dept of Homeland Security, revealed that
H.S. is stepping up regionalizing disaster supplies. Simply put, they are taking
emergency items that are currently centralized in Washington, D.C., and distributing
them nationally. Sort of like a mobilization of supplies. Their plan is to complete the
supply of fifteen H.S. warehouses around the country in the next three months. Ms.
Bylier is quoted as saying ―we have worked hard the last six months to meet our local

objectives.‖ She continued ―the goals of Homeland Security are in sight.‖ It‟s difficult to
know if this is a good or bad omen. No comment was offered as to why this
program has been given so much urgency at this time. It‟s nice to know we‟re
ready. But ready for What?
In a previous report we brought our readers a view of how the U.S. government has
been preparing for emergencies and disasters for decades. They’ve stocked not only
food, but built underground bunkers, stored seed varieties to restart agriculture in the
event of a global catastrophe, and designed secondary systems of government (e.g. the
shadow government, martial law) in the event of events such as economic collapse,
nuclear war and even asteroid collisions.
That the U.S. government is preparing for wide-scale, far-from-equilibrium scenarios is
evident.
According to some reports, there has been an acceleration within the emergency
planning elements of our government, as if they are anticipating some type of event in
the near future. Anecdotal evidence from freeze dried food manufacturers and private
bunker construction firms indicates that the government is rapidly purchasing supplies,
often leading to shortages for civilians trying to do the same.

420 banks demand 1-world currency
WorldNetDaily--The Institute of International Finance, a group that represents 420 of
the world's largest banks and finance houses, has issued yet another call for a oneworld global currency, Jerome Corsi's Red Alert reports.
"A core group of the world's leading economies need to come together and hammer out
an understanding," Charles Dallara, the Institute of International Finance's managing
director, told the Financial Times.
An IIF policy letter authored by Dallara and dated Oct. 4 made clear that global currency
coordination was needed, in the group's view, to prevent a looming currency war. Click
here to continue reading.
The Silver Alpha: The fundamentals of silver are astoundingly positive and bullish in
price prospects. My basic argument has been repeated many times. Industry has
countless uses for silver, significant demand. But industry has only miniscule isolated
uses for gold, in trivial demand. So silver wins on the Demand side of the equation.
Central banks own a huge amount of gold. They frequently sell it, even through their
slippery surrogate the Intl Monetary Fund. Central banks own zero silver. So silver wins
on the Supply side of the equation. My motto is that gold fights the major political and
financial war, but silver will ride in on a shiny white horse and take much larger spoils.
more

Most horrific speed camera of all... It checks your insurance, tax and even
whether you are tailgating or not wearing a seatbelt
3rd November 2010
Even the most law-abiding driver might feel a shiver down the spine when spotting this
speed camera at the roadside.
For as well as detecting speeding, it is packed with gizmos that check number plates to
make sure insurance and tax are up to date.
It also measures the distance between vehicles to spot tailgating and takes pictures of
the inside of the car – to make sure you are wearing a seat belt.
The latest weapon in speed camera technology can capture footage from 150ft away.
It is the first to detect multiple offences at the same time and is connected to police
computers via satellite, so that prosecutions can be started within seconds of any
offence.
Development of the system, known as Asset – Advanced Safety and Driver Support for
Essential Road Transport – is being funded with around £7million of European money.
More...
 Speed cameras to be turned back ON in Oxfordshire due to rise in motoring
offences
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-1326035/Speed-camera-checksinsurance-tax-wearing-seatbelt.html
Apple developing open SIM for iPhone service, RFID sales
"While observers have hailed the concept as a way for Apple to open up the market for
phone service to increased competition, a larger aspect of the reported Gemalto-Apple
partnership is likely to involve NFC (near field communications), a technology that
enables users to authenticate themselves with electronic terminals in order to
make retail purchases, obtain tickets, and perform other transactions using RFID
(radio frequency identification)."
http://www.appleinsider.com/articles/10/10/27/apple_developing_open_sim_for_iphone_
service_rfid_sales.html
Russia has „more occult healers than doctors‟
There are more occult healers in Russia than professional doctors. ―According to World
Health Organization data, there are some 800,000 sorcerers and wizards in Russia,‖
Andrei Yurevich from the Russian Academy of Sciences told a RIA Novosti news
conference.―As for professional doctors, there are around 640,000,‖ he added.
Russian newspapers are full of ads for all manner of urban witches and wizards, and an
Internet search for Magicheskie Uslugi (Magical Services) brings up a vast number of
websites offering to satisfy every conceivable human desire - for a price.
A survey carried out by the Levada independent polling agency in August discovered
that one fifth of Russians have made use of such services.

Although the authorities have recently moved to crack down on occult advertising,
analysts say the entire industry would simply move underground if outlawed. However,
the law would still allow licensed healers to stay in business.
Since 2008, the Federal Scientific Clinical Center for Traditional Methods of Diagnostics
and Healing has been issuing permits to practitioners of what it calls ―traditional
medicine‖ - an extremely broad definition that includes both folk medicine and psychic
healers.
The late 1980s saw an explosion of belief in the paranormal and the occult in the Soviet
Union, with psychic healers Anatoly Kashpirovsky and Allan Chumak drawing
audiences of millions. MOSCOW, November 1 (RIA Novosti)
http://en.rian.ru/society/20101101/161163211.html
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Satanic Sacrifices? A Million In US To Go Missing In 2010
December 13, 2009--by Richard Evans--Statistics on missing persons in the United
States are difficult to find, but are appalling. The following missing persons
estimates are from the Kyle Fleischman Foundation: 2,300 American people are
reported missing on a DAILY basis.
―Human trafficking‖ is a very real and huge activity world wide. Among other uses
trafficked people are a pool of victims for selection for occult human sacrifices. Mary
Ann estimated tens of thousands of sacrifices routinely occur world wide on the
dates on the calendar. Best advice to the public is know where your pets and
children are at all times.
It is estimated that in 2010 over 1,000,000 missing persons will be registered with law
enforcement agencies. 814,957 were registered in 2007.
In 2007 only 15.8% of the missing persons cases registered were classified as ―located‖
by the National Crime Information Center.
52% of ―active‖ cases were juveniles. 11% were considered young adults ages 18-20.
55% of missing adults are men, 40% of them white, 30% African American, 20% Latino.

Only in October of 2001 were adults made inclusive of the National Missing Children’s
Organizations national clearinghouse database for missing people–this was called
Kristen’s Law. Kristin was also a Charlotte, NC native, like Kyle.
Little legislation since Kristen’s law has been initiated by the government to address the
growing problem of missing adults cases in our county. No new laws have been
enacted and little federal support has been given.
Satanic holiday dates change annually according to the regular calendar and
differ from cult to cult
Date
Celebration
Type
Usage
Age
New Year’s Day

Druid Feast Day

15-33

Jan 7

St. Winebald Day

blood

animal and/or
human sacrifice
and
dismemberment

(male, if human)

Jan 17

Satanic Revels

sexual

Jan 2027

Abduction, ceremonial
preparation and holding sexual and
of sacrificial victim for blood
Candlemas

Jan 29

St. Agnes Eve

Feb. 2

Candlemas
(Sabbat Festival)

blood

Feb. 2

Satanic Revels

sexual

Feb. 25

St. Walpurgis Day

blood

communion of
blood and
dismemberment

blood

drinking of human
blood for strength any age (male
and homage to the or female)
demons

orgies

any age (male
or female,
human or
animal)

Jan 1

Mar. 1

St. Eichatadt

Mar.
15,17

Eides

Mar. 20
date
varies

Spring Equinox
(Sabbat Festival)
(Major fertility Sabbat)
Shrovetide – three days
before Ash Wednesday
(which is a Witch
Sabbat)

7-17 female

human sacrifice

female or child
(any age)

casting of spells
animal and/or
human sacrifice
7-17 female
any age

date
varies

Good Friday
Day of Passion
(death of Christ)

blood

human sacrifice

male only
(adult)

date
varies

Easter Eve Day

blood

human sacrifice

male or female
(adult)

Abduction, ceremonial
Apr 21-26 preparation and holding
of sacrificial victim
Apr 24

Apr 26 –
Grand Climax
May 1
Apr 30

divining and herb
gathering

St. Mark’s Eve

Walpurgisnacht
Roodmas Day

De Meur
blood

Corpus De Baahl
animal and/or
human sacrifice

1-25 (female)
any age

Beltane Eve (often
celebrated with a
festival that includes
bonfires and fertility
rites) – greatest
Witches Sabbat
May 1

Beltane
Walpurgis Day
May Day

Jun 21
date
varies

Feast Day
(Summer Solstice)

orgies

Jul 1

Demons Revel

blood

Druid Fire Festival
Coven Initiations
animal and/or
human sacrifice
Druid sexual
association with
demons

any age (male
or female or
animal)
any age
(female)

Abduction, ceremonial
preparation and holding
Jul 20-26
of sacrificial victim for
Grand Climax
Jul 25

St. James Day

Jul 27

Grand Climax (5
weeks, 1 day after
summer solstice)

Da Meur

Aug 1

Lammas Day
(Sabbat Festival)

blood

(Feast of Sun God,
Harvest seasons begin)

gathering of herbs
human sacrifice

female (child or
adult)

animal and/or
human sacrifice

any age (male
or female)

Aug 3

Satanic Revels

Aug 24

St. Bartholomew’s Day
(Great Sabbat and Fire
festival)

Sep 7

Marriage to the Beast

sexual

7-17 (female)
large herb
gathering

sexual

sacrifice,
dismemberment

infant – 21
(female)

dismemberment
and hands
removed for Hand
of Glory

(female)

Sep 21

Midnight Host

blood

Sep 22
date
varies

Feast Day
(fall equinox)

orgies

any age

Preparation for all
Hallows Eve, Samhain
(Halloween)
Abduction, holding and
Oct 13 –
ceremonial preparation
30
of individual for human
sacrifice
(13 -Backward
Halloween Date)
Satanist High
Oct 28-30 (Holy Day related to
Halloween)

blood

human sacrifice
each day

any age (male
or female)
any age (male
or female and/or
animal)
any age (male
or female)

Oct 30-31

All Hallows Eve and
Halloween Night

blood and
sexual

sexual climax,
association with
the demons,
animal and/or
human sacrifice

Nov 1

Satanist High
(Holy Day related to
Halloween)

blood

human sacrifice

Nov 4

Satanic Revels

sexual

7-17 (female)

Dec 22

Winter Solstice
(Sabbat Festival)
(Feast Day)

orgies

any age (male
or female,
human or
animal)

Dec 24

Demon Revels

Da Meur

any age (male
or female,
High Grand Climax
human and/or
animal)

Christmas Eve

blood

Receive body parts
infant male
as Christmas gifts

Children Sacrificed by Illuminati –Defector “Mary Anne”
December 12, 2009--by Henry Makow, Ph.D.--The Illuminati sacrifice children in
rituals eight times a year, ―Mary Anne,‖ an Illuminati defector who had been groomed
for high political office, told me Sept 31, 2008 .
I spoke to Mary Anne again last week. She said new and disturbing memories had
surfaced. I will present her incredible new information tomorrow evening in ―Part Two.‖
In preparation, I am summarizing my 2008 interview here for people who don’t have 45
min to listen to it. Much of what she says in both interviews is simply outrageous. I can’t
vouch for any of it. But it is consistent with the testimony of other defectors, Svali, Sue
Ford and Kathy O’Brien.
http://www.henrymakow.com/000683.html
The Illuminati count on people to be incredulous. That‟s their protection. The
more egregious their crimes, the safer they are.
Mary Anne sounds convincing to me. Why would anyone defy the most powerful people
in the world? The first interview is available here so you can decide for yourself. Also,
both interviews, although 14 months apart, are consistent. People who invent stories
rarely can keep track of them.
On Sept. 31, 2008 Mary Anne said that tens of thousands of children will be
sacrificed that night (the vernal equinox) in Illuminati ceremonies. The children
are bred for the purpose or kidnapped. Satanists believe they gain power from
killing. Often they rip out the heart and eat a piece of it. They prefer it to be still
beating. At Easter, they kill adults.
There are also sexual rituals involving young children. They are believed to
increase power, and create fear and solidarity in members.
Illuminati members live double lives. At night they engage in these Satanic rituals. By
day they are found in all walks of life: medicine, education, psychology, therapy,
banking, law, law enforcement, government, technology, military, charities and religion.
They are everywhere. The worst are in the news on a daily basis posing as leaders.
They are the elite of Freemasonry. They are generational Satanists, which means you
have to be born into it. You can’t join. Their children are evaluated and trained.
Mormons and ―Nation of Islam‖ have parallel beliefs, she said.
The Illuminati and their minions enjoy the certain knowledge that the spiritual realm
not only exists and at all times interpenetrates our world; they also know how to

manipulate elements of these spiritual dimensions to make things occur at a
given place and time according to their wishes.
The world has been divided into ten regions. Different groups are in control of North
America. They are related to the Crowns of Europe.
Many Jews have a prominent role but the Illuminati is not predominantly Jewish.
Muslim, Christian, Mormon, Wicca, Pagan and New Age groups all play a role.
She said 80-90% of the House of Representatives and %100 of the Senate belong
to the Illuminati.
Mary Anne said she was sexually abused by her own family from an early age. In spite,
or because of this, she was groomed to be a prominent political figure. She worked
closely with many world leaders and was sexually abused by them. She was tortured
when she refused to carry out assassinations.
All religions are infiltrated and controlled by the Illuminati. The Vatican is rotten at the
top. The future ―Anti Christ‖ will be a Pope. All countries, including Russia, China and
Iran, are controlled by the Illuminati.
The Illuminati is behind the homosexual agenda and the sexual revolution. They foster
anything that is in rebellion against the Christian God.
CONCLUSION
The first responsibility of government is to prevent a perverse criminal organization from
taking control.
Our governments have allowed a satanic secret society, the Illuminati, (i.e. the Judeo
Masonic central banking cartel) to usurp power. Most of our ―leaders‖ are their
appointees or dupes.
Recently a former pilot for corporate bigwigs wrote to me:
―At times I would hear them talk about ―the big boys‖ … Most said that they did as they
were told by the BIG INVESTORS [i.e. central bankers] who really ran the show behind
the scenes, that they [CEO's etc.] were just highly paid actors and messenger boys who
read a script and made very few decisions themselves.‖
Our politicians are analogous. They are the CEO’s of the corporations called countries,
soon to be amalgamated into a world cartel.
Also See:
Illuminati Use ―Magick‖ Against Us

House Of Rothschild: No One Can Understand What Has Happened To The Planet
Without Reading This
The Secret History of Our Time: The Pope and Satan, War and the Anti-Christ,
Revelations and the Last Days
Fritz Springmeier Released From Prison

October 28, 2010--by Henry Makow Ph.D.--I was elated
to receive a letter today from my friend Fritz Springmeier informing me that he has been
transferred to a halfway house in the Portland area.
He is there to find a job and accommodation after which he will be released on
probation for five years. Under the terms of his probation he won't be able to do any
political work but he hopes to be able to teach people to "make good decisions" in the
hard times ahead. He is able to work within a 100 mile radius of Portland. If you can
help him find a job, or just want to wish him well, he can be reached at:
faspringmeier@gmail.com
Fritz was imprisoned in Feb. 2003 due to his research on the Illuminati and his
work deprogramming victims of Illuminati mind control. His books "Bloodlines of
the Illuminati" and "The Illuminati Formula Used to Create an Undetectable Total
Mind Controlled Slave" helped thousands learn about Illuminati control.
Peace Partners? 100,000 Rally In Gaza To Wipe Israel Out Of Existence
http://www.haaretz.com/--Tens of thousands of supporters of the militant Islamic Jihad
movement rallied in the streets of Gaza on Friday, chanting "Death to America" and
"Death to Israel."
Young men and boys wearing white T-shirts with a slogan in the shape of a rifle carried
portraits of militants killed in combat, under the black flags of Islamic Jihad.
Ramadan Shallah, the group's exiled chief, currently residing in Damascus, sent a
recorded message marking the anniversary of the assassination of the group's leader
in Malta in 1995, by presumed Israeli secret agents.

"Israel will not bring peace to the region, it will only bring war and destruction and
therefore, the slogan of all should be that Israel must be wiped out of existence," said
Shallah, who is on a United States wanted list.
Senior leaders of the ruling Islamist group, Hamas, joined the open-air gathering, the
largest for years in honor of Islamic Jihad with up to 100,000 attending according to its
organizers.
Hamas allowed the group to use city terrain it usually reserves exclusively for its own
rallies, and Hamas forces provided security for the parade by its smaller rival.
Islamic Jihad carried out a series of stabbing attacks in the 1980s against Israeli citizens
who used to visit the Gaza Strip to purchase cheap goods and later turned to suicide
bombings inside Israel.
Its militants continue to harass southern Israel with sporadic rocket and mortar fire from
inside Gaza, frequently paying with their lives in swift retaliatory strikes by the Israeli air
force.
Islamic Jihad officials said Friday's turnout was a "referendum by the Palestinian people
rejecting peace-making with Israel."
Negotiations between Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas and Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu have faltered after Israel's 10-month freeze of settlement
construction expired on September 26.
"The choice of negotiation has reached deadlock, and we are wondering why is there
such an insistence by the Palestinian Authority on negotiation with the enemy," said
Shallah.
He urged an end to peace talks and fresh efforts to heal the rift between Abbas's Fatah
movement and the Islamist militants. Raising hopes that the three-year-old split may be
coming to an end, the Hamas leader said it was time for unity in the face of Israel.
"There is only the choice of Jihad and nothing else ... There is no more room to make
bets, on the Americans or anyone else," said Hayya.

New PA libel: Israel tortures prisoners with hot irons and
electric drills
http://palwatch.org/main.aspx?fi=157&doc_id=3488
Itamar Marcus and Nan Jacques Zilberdik
Libelous drawings depicting fictitious "Israeli torture" are part of
the new introduction to a PA TV program for Palestinian
prisoners in Israeli prisons and their families.
Purporting to show how Palestinian prisoners are tortured by
Israel, the drawings portray Israeli prison guards:
1- Burning into a prisoner's chest with a hot iron;
2- Drilling a hole through a prisoner's hand;
3- Burning into a prisoner's shoulder with a soldering iron;
4- Whipping a prisoner while hanging him by his feet
5- Squeezing a prisoner's head in a medieval looking head
press;
6- Chopping off a prisoner's arm below the elbow;
7- Hanging a prisoner by his arms while chains pull from his
chest and neck.
Broadcast twice a week, the program For You is aimed at
Palestinians imprisoned for terror offenses in Israeli
prisons, where they watch the program. It includes footage
from the prisoners' home villages and interviews with their family
members, who send them televised messages.
PA TV is controlled by the office of PA Chairman Mahmoud
Abbas.
It should be noted that no accusations about this kind of
treatment have ever been made against Israel by the
International Red Cross, by human rights groups or by
Palestinian prisoners themselves. In a striking irony, in the
same week that the PA started to disseminate these libelous
drawings on TV, an article in the official PA daily indicated that
the prisons are very different than these libels portray. It stated
that Palestinian prisoners are given educational opportunities.
The PA daily celebrated how "prisoners in occupation [Israeli]
prisons complete university studies and obtain MA and Ph.D.
degrees," and proudly cited that "since 2000 more than 10,000
Palestinian prisoners have attained matriculation certificates
while still in the occupation prisons." [Transcript below]
Another testimony corroborating the fact that prisoners are well treated in Israeli prisons
came from a Palestinian prisoner interviewed on the For You program the day he was
released from prison. The PA TV host was trying to have him express criticism of prison

conditions, and repeatedly asked him about prison. The prisoner kept answering that
prisoners "lack nothing" in the Israeli prisons:
PA TV Host: "You were in Megiddo [prison]. How are the guys?
You were released from prison just today."
Prisoner: "By Allah, the guys in the prison are fine. They lack nothing. They are doing
fine."
Host: "Do they lack nothing?"
Prisoner: "They are doing really fine."
Host: "They lack nothing, not even freedom?"
Prisoner: "No. Freedom, Allah willing, there will be freedom."
Host: "How long were you in prison?"
Prisoner: "Two years."
Click to see the interview with the released prisoner
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Vatican synod calls for end to Israel's 'occupation' - "no longer a chosen people."
By LISA PALMIERI-BILLIG--Jerusalem Post--At conference on Christians in the
Middle East, US Melkite archbishop says: "There is no longer a chosen people."
ROME - Bishops from the Middle East who were summoned to Rome by the pope
demanded on Saturday that Israel accept UN resolutions calling for an end to its
"occupation" of Arab lands.
In a final joint communique, the bishops also told Israel it shouldn't use the Bible to
justify "injustices" against the Palestinians.
The bishops issued the statement at the close of their two-week meeting, called by
Pope Benedict XVI to discuss the plight of Christians in the Middle East amid a major
exodus of the faithful from the region.
The Catholic Church has long been a minority in the largely Muslim region but its
presence is shrinking further as a result of war, conflict, discrimination and economic
problems.

"The Holy Scriptures cannot be used to justify the return of Jews to Israel and the
displacement of the Palestinians, to justify the occupation by Israel of Palestinian
lands," Monsignor Cyril Salim Bustros, Greek Melkite archbishop of Our Lady of the
Annunciation in Boston, Massachusetts, and president of the "Commission for the
Message," said at Saturday's Vatican press conference. Click here to continue reading.
Related Articles:
Holocaust Remembrance 2010
The Anti-Israel Revelation
Oklahoma bans Sharia law
Nearly 70 percent of voters in the state cast ballots approving the measure to block
judges from considering Islamic or international law when making a ruling. The
proposition’s sponsor, Republican Rex Duncan, told reporters Tuesday that the
proposition is a "preemptive strike" against judges who he worries could be ―legislating
from the bench or using international law or Sharia law.Members of the Muslim
community called the question an attack on Islam and some of them said they are
prepared to file a lawsuit challenging the measure.
CAIR sues to block Oklahoma sharia ban--CAIR‟s real agenda revealed
“Islam isn‟t in America to be equal to any other faith, but to become dominant.
The Qur‟an should be the highest authority in America.” Omar Ahmad, CAIR cofounder, quoted in the San Ramon Valley Herald, July 4, 1998
As the National Journal story reports below, the Oklahoma chapter of CAIR (Council on
American-Islamic Relations) has filed suit to block implementation of State Question
755, known as the ―Save Our State‖ amendment.
SQ 755 prohibits Oklahoma courts from using sharia law when judging cases. The
amendment was overwhelmingly approved by Oklahoma voters, garnering over 70%
support.
ACT! for America played a key role in educating the voters about SQ 755, including two
weeks of statewide radio advertising, 600,000 automated phone calls with a message
recorded by former CIA director James Woolsey, editorials and letters to the editor, and
radio interviews.
Prior to the vote CAIR’s Oklahoma director had argued SQ 755 was unnecessary
because there was no chance sharia was coming to Oklahoma.
The CAIR lawsuit now confirms what CAIR leaders have said in the past—CAIR’s real
agenda is the importation of sharia law to America.
Consider Omar Ahmad’s quote above. What is he actually saying? That sharia law

should govern America.
Consider this 1993 quote from Ibrahim Hooper, CAIR’s current communications
director, who told the Minneapolis Star-Tribune: ―I wouldn’t want to create the
impression that I wouldn’t like the government of the United States to be Islamic
sometime in the future.‖
What Hooper is saying is that sharia law should govern America.
Texas: 200 imams taught how to run sharia courts
The (Assembly of Muslim Jurists of America) AMJA’s 7th Annual Imam Workshop in
Houston Texas will present such topics as "The issue of arbitration through the lens of
sharah", "The concept of arbitration in sharah (the arbitrary system, its guidelines, and
procedures in sharah)", "The judicial values for arbitration and arbiters", "A reading of
the assembly’s treatise on social issues","The issue of arbitration through the lens of
legality", and "How to run an arbitrary council" plus much more.
LW notes that there already is an Islamic Court in Texas, one of the very first posts
here at Creeping Sharia, and they provide numerous examples of the AMJA’s sharia
rulings, but here’s one by one of the speakers at this event:
A fatwa issued in August 2007 by the secretary-general of the Assembly of Muslim
Jurists in America (AMJA), Dr. Sheikh Salah Al-Sawy, states that marriage between a
Muslim woman and a non-Muslim man is forbidden and invalid, and that children born of
such a union are illegitimate
Texas sharia court is approved by the Second Court of Appeals
The Second Court of Appeals of the State of Texas has rendered a ruling on the
enforceability of shari'a judgments rendered by imams. According to the Texas appeals
court, it's all good. You've heard of the Texas Courts. Ladies and gentlemen, make way
for the Texas Islamic Courts!!! The parties will ask the courts to refer the cases for
arbitration to Texas Islamic court within "Seven Days" from the establishment of the
Texas Islamic Court panel of Arbitrators. [This is possible under American jurisdiction
because] private arbitration agreements are enforceable by government courts.

